
Biology 
Achieve Users:
What do they really think?

This year 10,218 instructors and
131,921 students used Achieve.*

  AGREE        DISAGREE        UNSURE

Top Instructor Statistics:

of Biology instructors  
agree that Achieve:
Was a valuable asset for  
student study and review 

83%

81%

78% 6%

5% 14%

5% 12%

83% 
Was a valuable asset for  

student study and review

Helped my students improve their 
knowledge of the course material

Increased student engagement  
and preparedness

Achieve is easy to use and provides lots of  
useful feedback for the instructors.”

–    ERIN MCNALLY-GOWARD,  
Grand Valley State University - Allendale Instructor

Students like it and I think they actually  
learned more than when they were left to 
their own devices to learn the material.” 

–   JOHN GEISER, Western Michigan University Instructor

16%



  AGREE        DISAGREE        UNSURE

of Biology students 
agree that Achieve:

Was easy to use

of Biology students 
agree that Achieve:

Helped them study or review 
for quizzes and exams

93% 

83% 

Top Student Statistics:
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Was easy to use

Helped them study or review  
for quizzes and exams 

Increased their engagement  
with the course content

Helped them to develop, practice, and 
apply skills associated with the course

I absolutely loved the e-book and all 
of the graphics, visuals, and content 
that helped me learn biology this 
semester. Everything was really easy 
to understand and it was written 
to-the-point. I would definitely 
recommend Achieve to my friends!” 

–  SOPHIA GONZALEZ, College of Dupage Student

12%



of Biology instructors 
shared that:
The time they invested  
in iClicker was worthwhile

91% 

What Instructors Say  
about iClicker in Achieve:

  AGREE        DISAGREE        UNSURE

91%

89%

88% 11%

7%

The time they invested in  
iClicker was worthwhile

iClicker allowed them to  
use class time differently

iClicker increased student 
engagement and preparedness

7%

macmillanlearning.com/achieve-biology-infographic
*INFOGRAPHIC DATA SOURCED FROM MACMILLAN’S ACHIEVE DIGITAL USER SURVEY, 2022

I find them (Macmillan’s Instructor 
Activity Guides) to be a great student 
engagement tool foremost, but also 
for formative assessment. I don’t 
understand why more of my  
colleagues don’t use them. I have  
a mix of live and remote (zoom) 
students, it is great to have a tool  
that works in both modalities 
simultaneously.”

–  BRIAN BLACK,  
Bay de Noc Community College Instructor
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